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The complex, interconnected, and non-contiguous nature of canopy environments
present unique cognitive, locomotor, and sensory challenges to their animal inhabitants.
Animal movement through forest canopies is constrained; unlike most aquatic or aerial
habitats, the three-dimensional space of a forest canopy is not fully realized or available
to the animals within it. Determining how the unique constraints of arboreal habitats
shape the ecology and evolution of canopy-dwelling animals is key to fully understanding
forest ecosystems. With emerging technologies, there is now the opportunity to quantify
and map tree connectivity, and to embed the fine-scale horizontal and vertical position
of moving animals into these networks of branching pathways. Integrating detailed
multi-dimensional habitat structure and animal movement data will enable us to see
the world from the perspective of an arboreal animal. This synthesis will shed light on
fundamental aspects of arboreal animals’ cognition and ecology, including how they
navigate landscapes of risk and reward and weigh energetic trade-offs, as well as how
their environment shapes their spatial cognition and their social dynamics.
Keywords: arboreal mammals, foraging, decision-making, navigation, forest

INTRODUCTION
Forests cover over 30% of the world’s land area, and support the vast majority of land-based
animal species (FAO and UNEP, 2020). In tropical forests, approximately 50–90% of vertebrates,
and up to 75% of mammals, representing hundreds of species, make use of arboreal substrates
(Kays and Allison, 2001; Malcolm and Lowman, 2004). Forest canopies are complex, dynamic,
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Rodríguez-Ronderos et al., 2016; McClune, 2018; Moorthy
et al., 2019), and when mounted on a drone or a plane, offer
promising opportunities for balancing fine-scale and landscapelevel measurements of tree and forest structure, canopy height,
and vegetation density (Asner et al., 2008). Satellite-borne LiDAR
systems can also measure vertical canopy structure at larger
spatial scales, although with coarser resolution (e.g., Global
Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation, GEDI) (Dubayah et al., 2020;
Lang et al., 2021). Future advances that allow for higher spatialand temporal-resolution forest and canopy structure data to
be collected from satellites will enable the quantification and
mapping of canopy structure over wider and longer scales.
Although analytical challenges remain in moving from the
point-clouds produced by LiDAR systems to full and robust
representations of the three-dimensional networks of branches
and lianas that connect the forest canopy (Okura, 2022), it is likely
that we will, in the near future, have the ability to recreate detailed
maps of these environments.
The parallel challenge is to situate animals and their
movements within these detailed canopy maps (McLean et al.,
2016; Davies et al., 2017). Unlocking the ability to precisely
measure the vertical axis of movement is critical to this
endeavor; current tracking of forest animals is largely confined
to two dimensions, focusing on animal locations and tracks
on the horizontal plane (e.g., Crofoot et al., 2010). There are
technological hurdles to obtaining accurate, fine-scale vertical
position data, but progress is being made. Vertical positioning
signals can be extracted from GPS (Figure 1B), and can be
used to assess questions about canopy use at gross scales (Thiel
et al., 2021, e.g., niche stratification; Figure 1C), but may be
too noisy to look at fine-scale movement decisions (Péron et al.,
2020). Because the vertical axis of movement in a forest canopy
is relatively limited—mean forest heights rarely exceed 40 m
(Lefsky, 2010)—more precision is required to obtain relevant
measures of vertical position for forest-dwelling animals than
for many aerial and aquatic species, where three-dimensional
tracking is already often used (e.g., Wilson et al., 2007; Bestley
et al., 2015; Nagy et al., 2018). Barometers, by tracking air
pressure, can detect small changes in height above ground,
although calibration with nearby ground-station measurements
is needed to account for weather-induced changes in air pressure
(Sjöberg et al., 2018). Accelerometers, magnetometers, and
gyroscopes can be used for dead reckoning, i.e., the fine-scale
reconstruction of an animals’ movement paths through three
dimensions (Bidder et al., 2015). The fusion of these data streams
holds incredible promise for measuring the vertical axis of animal
movement at the fine-scale that is needed for canopy-dwelling
species. To date, this has not yet been attempted for arboreal
species, but it is a promising avenue for future development.
The question then becomes, “How can we use these
data to develop and test meaningful hypotheses about the
behavior and ecology of arboreal animals?” The solution may
lie in virtual reality (VR), where emerging technologies are
offering new avenues through which we can embed animals’
movement trajectories into reconstructions of their canopy
habitat’s branching systems, and then not only “see” the choices
that animals make but also “observe” counterfactuals, i.e.,

three-dimensional networks of intertwined branches and vines
connecting at variable heights and angles, and with variable
strengths and spacing. Because arboreal animals are generally
constrained to moving along these substrates, the full threedimensional space of the canopy is not available to them; they
live their lives in “2.5D.” Canopy-dwelling animals (that do not
fly) therefore face cognitive, locomotor, and sensory challenges
that are not shared by ground-dwelling animals, nor by most
aerial or aquatic animals whose substrates (air and water) are
continuous in three-dimensional space. Exactly how the unusual
2.5D properties of forest canopy habitats shape the lives of the
animals that inhabit them has been difficult to study, largely
due to the inaccessibility of these treetop habitats to bipedal
human observers.
Technological advances are poised to provide a new window
through which we can observe and study arboreal species
in their canopy habitat. Ground, aerial, and satellite-borne
scanning technologies can produce digital reconstructions of
complex forest habitats, allowing for the quantification and
mapping of canopy branch networks. Combining multiple
data-logging devices into small, wearable, on-animal sensors
allows for the fine-scale tracking of animal movement in
three dimensions. Cutting-edge computational modeling and
virtual reality technologies now allow us to integrate these data
streams—detailed habitat structure and animal movement data
on both the horizontal and vertical axes—making it possible for
us to see the world from the perspectives of arboreal animals.
The development and refinement of these technologies is opening
new avenues of study, and allowing us to ask new questions
about how the unusual aspects of arboreal habitats shape the
decision-making of canopy-dwelling animals.

A VIRTUAL WINDOW INTO A 2.5D
WORLD
Forest canopies, and especially tropical rainforest canopies, are
complex and dynamic networks of diverse trees and lianas.
From the ground, we see a dense tangle of branches, vines, and
epiphytes; it is nearly impossible to decipher where one plant
ends and another begins. While these forests consist of multiple
strata (Hallé et al., 2012)—layers that can be used to classify
vertical patterns of vegetation and biodiversity—their boundaries
are blurry and often indifferentiable from below. From above, we
can see the irregular height of the forest canopy, with emergent
trees reaching above a lower, denser layer of leafy canopy, but
we are blind to the branching structures hidden below. Forests
are dynamic, ever-changing, environments; branches break and
fall, lianas and epiphytes get dislodged, trees die and eventually
topple over—often pulling down, or crushing, others along the
way (Cushman et al., 2022). From our boots on the ground, or our
seats in the sky, we cannot fully appreciate, let alone accurately
quantify or map, the complex structure of these arboreal habitats.
Technological advances allow for increasingly accurate and
detailed mapping of complex canopy habitat structure. Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) systems can map the threedimensional architecture of forests (Davies and Asner, 2014;
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FIGURE 1 | A virtual window into a 2.5D world. (A) Integrating three-dimensional animal movement tracks with the mapping of these complex three-dimensional
habitats, will enable us to study how animals navigate the branching structures of their arboreal environments. (B) Vertical movement track over time of an arboreal
kinkajou (Potos flavus) in reference to ground (brown solid line) tracked on Barro Colorado Island, Panama, and canopy height (green dashed line). GPS data were
sampled at 1 Hz and dots represent 1-min median values. The solid black line represents a running median of the height measurements over a 15-min interval.
(C) Based on the animal’s horizontal movements we can extract where in the canopy animals move over the course of the day. Spider monkeys (Ateles geoffroyi, red)
tend to stay in higher canopy areas, while coatis (Nasua narica, blue), capuchins (Cebus capucinus, purple), and kinkajous (yellow) move through areas with lower
canopy heights. The averages (and 95% CI shading) over the active period for four arboreal mammals species: coati (blue, N = 17 individuals), kinkajou (purple,
N = 13 individuals), capuchin (yellow, N = 8 individuals), and spider monkey (red, N = 8 individuals) are presented. Each line represents the cumulative average values
smoothed over 15-min of the individuals of a single species during the activity time of the individuals. Sources of DEM (digital elevation model) and canopy height
data (Havmøller et al., 2021). Coatis sleep high in trees and descend to the ground in the mornings, forage on the ground during the day to return up into the trees at
night (Kaufmann, 1962). Kinkajous and capuchins stay within the canopy and are known to only rarely come to the ground. Spider monkeys spend the majority of
their day high in the canopy and have the least overall variation in vertical positioning. (D) Sensei-Panama visualization in CAVE2, visualizes animal movement
trajectories within a virtual tropical environment, reconstructed from sensor and image data. Animal movements are shown with points connected by lines.

the options that were available but not chosen. For example,
the “Sensei-Panama” application at the CAVE2 facility in
the Electronic Visualization Laboratory, University of Illinois
Chicago, allows observers to “fly through” a VR visualization of
the 1560-ha tropical forest on Barro Colorado Island in Panama,
reconstructed from depth-from-motion drone data and highresolution aerial image data (Aurisano et al., 2019; Figure 1D).
Within this virtually-reconstructed landscape, we can visualize
the movement trajectories of GPS-tracked animals from the
animal’s own point of view by “moving” along animal GPS tracks
through the canopy. We can thus qualitatively and quantitatively
assess our study animals’ movement decision-making, from their
own points of view. Integrative and cutting-edge VR approaches
need not be so large-scale and infrastructure-intensive, however.
VR headsets are becoming increasingly accessible and powerful,
and the democratization of this technology will enable its more
widespread implementation.
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UNDERSTANDING ANIMAL
DECISION-MAKING IN A 2.5D WORLD
The 2.5D nature of the forest canopy shapes many facets of
arboreal animals’ lives. Integrating three-dimensional animal
movement tracks with the mapping of these complex threedimensional habitats (Figure 1A), will enable us to explore
a whole new dimension of key questions related to animal
navigation, cognition, and the mechanisms that underlie
movement decisions.

How Do Animals Navigate the Vertical
Distribution of Risk and Reward?
The vertical structuring of canopy habitats can have significant
bearing on the spatial distribution of nutritional rewards. The
nutritional quality of leaves (chlorophyll content) and fruits
(sugar and protein content) is often higher where sun exposure
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walk, leap, swing, reach or sway (e.g., Emmons and Gentry, 1983;
Graham and Socha, 2020)?
Where ground-based predation pressure is comparatively
low, such as predator-free islands, animal species that are
elsewhere confined to the trees, may spend relatively more time
on the ground (Ashbury et al., 2015; Monteza-Moreno et al.,
2020)—suggesting that ground-use and ground-travel may have
important benefits (e.g., access to particular nutritional resources,
and energetically-efficient and safe travel). Indeed, ground-travel
may be an energetically cheap option—especially for largerbodied animals (Hanna and Schmitt, 2011)—that allows for
direct navigation without any risk of falling (Janson, 1988).
Conversely, in some cases, traveling through the canopy may
be significantly less energetically expensive than ground travel,
such as when moving through the trees allows an animal to
buffer the effects of topography (e.g., when crossing ravines
or narrow saddles), or when leveraging the biomechanical
energy of compliant trees and branches (e.g., orangutans treeswaying, Thorpe et al., 2007). Integrating the paradigms of energy
landscapes and landscapes of fear into the three-dimensional
study of arboreal animals’ movement decisions is a promising
approach for better understanding how animals weigh predation
risk against energetic benefits (Gallagher et al., 2017; Williams
and Safi, 2021).

is higher (Houle et al., 2014; Rothman et al., 2015), making
the top of the canopy and forest edges desirable foraging areas.
The potential benefits of accessing particular resources must,
however, be weighed against potential costs, including predation
risk (Gaynor et al., 2019), which also varies with height in the
canopy; animals are more vulnerable to aerial predators when
in high exposed areas, and to ground-dwelling predators when
descending to the ground (Shultz et al., 2004; Makin et al.,
2012). From studies focusing on two spatial dimensions, we know
that animals’ movement is heavily influenced by the combined
pressures of their landscapes of fear and the spatio-temporal
distribution of important resources, such as food and nesting
sites (Willems and Hill, 2009; Willems et al., 2009). But how
do these competing forces interact with 2.5D environmental
considerations—such as the animal’s height above ground, and
the surrounding canopy branching structure—as well as energetic
and safety considerations, to influence animal movement in
three-dimensions? When and where do animals choose to climb
higher, into more exposed areas (potentially increasing their risk
of aerial predation) in order to access nutritionally higher-quality
food sources? Similarly, are animals more likely to descend lower
(potentially increasing their risk of ground-based predation)
around forest edges or canopy gaps than elsewhere, to access
unique resources that are only available—or that are more
nutritious—in these boundary areas?
Arboreal animals must also consider the safety risks associated
with potentially falling. While some travel route options may
be more direct (i.e., energy- and time-efficient) and some
foraging locations maybe more valuable (i.e., allow access to more
nutrient-dense resources) they may present higher safety risks,
such as a higher risk of falling from needing to jump across gaps
or from relying on smaller and weaker branches (Pontzer and
Wrangham, 2004). Evidence suggest that safety considerations
have a strong effect on animal movement decisions: during
vertical climbing, primates slow down and attempt to increase
stability (Granatosky et al., 2019); and in species where canopy
gaps are often navigated by jumping, larger-bodied individuals
are more likely to choose an energetically expensive mode
of circumventing canopy gaps (e.g., an indirect route) rather
than risk jumping (Halsey et al., 2016). Furthermore, humans’
energetic costs while climbing are comparable to those of other
animals, suggesting that morphological adaptations to arboreality
may be the result of selection for safety, rather than energetic
efficiency (Kozma and Pontzer, 2021). When and where do
arboreal animals choose “riskier” travel pathways, and how does
this vary between individuals, groups, and species? Species and
individuals vary in their abilities to move across, over, under,
and between different sizes, angles, rigidities, and strengths of
arboreal substrates. Thus, the degree of risk incurred, and the
energetic and time costs of travel, can be extremely variable—
depending on the individuals and species, but also the structure
of the habitat through which they are moving (Granatosky, 2018;
Wheatley et al., 2021). How does variation in animals’ body
characteristics (e.g., body size, limb length) and locomotor styles
(e.g., quadrupedalism, brachiation, and leaping), interact with
substrate availability and connectivity (e.g., branch characteristics
and gap sizes) to shape locomotor choices, such as when to
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How Does Incomplete Substrate
Connectivity Shape the Way That
Animals See and Think About the World?
Arboreal animals face cognitive challenges that are specific to
moving through the canopy. Compared to their ground-dwelling
counterparts, arboreal animals’ cognitive maps may have to
incorporate the vertical dimension—recognizing that the same
location in horizontal space may look (and sound, and smell)
very different at different heights in the forest. Adding to this
potential cognitive challenge, in the trees, dense vegetation limits
visual perception range (Janson and Di Bitetti, 1997). While
this likely increases the importance of acoustic (Richards and
Wiley, 1980), olfactory (Kuijper et al., 2014) cues, vegetation
can be noisy enough to disrupt an animal’s ability to hear, and
locate the source of, surrounding sounds (Yip et al., 2017),
and can disrupt an animal’s ability to follow scent plumes due
to high airflow turbulence (Garber and Hannon, 1993), and
increase reliance on memory. Compared to animals that swim
or fly, arboreal animals’ cognitive maps must account for the
discontinuous and dynamic nature of their substrates; their
movement decisions are constrained to the discrete pathways
offered by trees’ and lianas’ inter-connectedness, and viable
pathways may shift, change, emerge, or disappear gradually
or suddenly over time (Pretzsch, 2009; Cushman et al., 2022).
Furthermore, many horizontal and vertical movement options
may not follow linear paths that lead directly or immediately
in the intended direction of travel (Juliani et al., 2016). How
do these challenges and constraints shape the spatial cognition
of arboreal animals? Do arboreal animals have comparatively
well-developed attentional filtering, memory, and reasoning
to enable flexible and efficient search and navigation (as per
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capacities, e.g., immatures—to access and move through these
locations (as per del Mar Delgado et al., 2018; Jolles et al.,
2020; Harel et al., 2021). How does variation in body size and
locomotor capacity between individuals within a group, as well
as the number of individuals in the group, interact with factors
such as branch connectivity, strength and space, vulnerability
to potential predators, access to resources, and the likelihood
and potential severity of falling, to determine travel routes and
congregation locations that are available to the group? Where
a travel route or location is not accessible or safe for all group
members, how are conflicts of interest handled?

Mueller and Fagan, 2008; Matzel and Kolata, 2010; Fagan et al.,
2013)?
Animals might cognitively adapt to the constraints of an
arboreal habitat by evolving an increased capacity for identifying
local landmarks and repeating—through reinforcement
learning—sequences of navigational decisions that result in
efficient travel paths (Anggraini et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2021). Such
adaptations would increase the ability to find and follow known,
safe routes in the canopy without needing to keep track of the
three-dimensional spatial relationships between those resources.
Additional adaptations that aid in mentally modeling threedimensional spatial relationships would improve an animal’s
ability to navigate flexibly in response to changing canopy
structure. For example, if arboreal animals are to keep track of
their own position relative to out-of-sight locations, doing so
in an extra dimension may require a larger working memory
capacity and higher attunement to their body’s movement
and position in space (proprioception) than that required by
ground-dwelling animals (Heinze et al., 2018). Arboreal animals
might also acquire spatially explicit information about the
relationships between multiple locations by seeking out vantage
points and integrating multiple perceptual vistas into a single
cognitive map–behavior that would require some degree of metacognition and mental rotation of perceived scenes. Investigating
the relationships between the connectedness and dynamism
of animals’ arboreal habitats, and certain key aspects of their
movement behavior—such as their frequency of route-use and
the timing of their spatial information-seeking behavior—will
shed light on the strategies that arboreal animals use to cope with
the cognitive challenges of living in forest canopies.

CONCLUSION
The key to answering these questions lies in the development and
integration of technological advances that enable detailed threedimensional mapping of canopy habitat structure and arboreal
animals’ movements on a very fine spatio-temporal scale (Nathan
et al., 2022). No technology can compete with the richness of
direct observation, but—particularly in cases where observation,
or at least detailed quantification, is not possible—remote sensing
technologies have a unique role to play in letting us see worlds
that we could not otherwise see. Careful attention needs to
be paid to how these technologies—e.g., on-animal collars, or
low-flying drones—may influence the very behaviors we seek to
study. With careful and ethical implementation, these emerging
technologies will enable us to develop and reliably test meaningful
hypotheses specific to the ecology, behavior, and cognition of
canopy-dwelling animals.
Living in constrained three-dimensional environments is
likely not unique to canopy-dwelling animals; animals that
depend heavily, for example, on coral reefs and underground
tunnels may face many similar challenges associated with
complex and constrained three-dimensional habitats. Many
aerial and aquatic species may also face movement constraints
in their habitats, as the invisible structuring of currents in
open air and aquatic environments may heavily influence the
actual movement path choices that are available to them. By
developing and integrating technologies that allow for the finescale reconstruction of complex habitats—be it forests or other—
as well as the tracking of animal movement, we can achieve
an animal’s-eye view of the challenges and choices associated
with living in 2.5D.

How Does Canopy Structure Shape
Social Dynamics?
For group living species, the vertical component and branching
structures of their arboreal environments may play an important
role in foraging competition and social dynamics (Boinski, 1989;
Williamson et al., 2021). Competition for resources may be
shaped by, not only the abundance and distribution of the
resources themselves, but also the availability of pathways by
which to even access these resources, with more dominant
individuals monopolizing the branches that are within reach
of the best foraging patches. Vertical stratification of group
members may allow for increased within-group resource
partitioning, allowing individuals to remain in proximity with
each other but avoid direct conflicts over feeding space (Houle
and Wrangham, 2021). Vertical stratification of group members
may also block line-of-sight and interfere with within-group
information transfer (Webster et al., 2013). How does vertical
stratification enable or inhibit group cohesion and coordination?
Group cohesion and social interactions, while traveling,
foraging and resting, may also be shaped by the structure of the
forest canopy. The benefits of maintaining cohesion and engaging
in these affiliative interactions with group-mates must be weighed
against the safety of congregating in different canopy locations
and the ability of all group members—including larger-bodied
and heavier individuals, and individuals with reduced locomotor
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